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Introduction
This article is the continuation of [L-T/Le]. Both papers are preliminary works for a systematic study of the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equation on real submanifolds from the viewpoint of uniform estimates and by means of integral formulas. For this study we have to solve the Cauchy-Riemann equation with uniform estimates on ^-convex and g-concave wedges in Cn (for historical remarks, see the introduction to [L-T/Le]). Whereas [L-T/Le] is devoted to g-convex wedges, here we study q-concave wedges.
The main result of the present paper can be formulated as follows. Let G C Cn be a domain, q an integer with 1 < q ^ n-1, and <p\,... , (pN a collection of real C2 functions on G satisfying the following three conditions : 1.5. -Let JV ^ 1 be an integer. Then we denote by P(N) the set of all ordered collections K ={k\,... , Jb/), £ ^ 1, of integers with 1 < A?i,... , ib/ < iV, and by P(iV,*) the set of all ordered collections K = ... , kt\ £ > 1 such that either K e -P(N) or for a i/ £ {1,... ,£}, hv = * and iiT(z>) € P(N) as well as # = (*). We call Pf(N) the subset of all K = (Jbi,... , ki)tP(N) with Jbi < • • • < kt and P'(JV, *) the subset of all # = (Ari,... , ki) where either K € P'(N) or 1 ^ ibi < • • • < kt_i ^ N and kt = *, i.e. K(l) € P'(N) and # = fftf)*f as well as K = (*).
1.6. -Let J = 0i>---1 < ^ < oo, be an ordered collection of integers with 0 < ji < • • • < j/. Then we denote by Aj (or Ajv..jt) the simplex of all sequences { Xj }£L0 of numbers 0 < Aj < 1 such that Aj = 0 if j £ J and £Aj = 1. We orient Aj by the form dXh A • • A dAj, if £ > 2, and by +1 if £ = 1.
Further Aj* (or A^..^*) will be the simplex of all sequences { Aj } oo J=0 U{A,} of numbers 0 < Aj < 1, 0 < A* < 1 such that Aj = 0 if j £ J and oo
3=0
Aj+A* = 1. We orient Aj* by the form dXj2 A • • • A dAj, A dX*.
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We set also A^ = 0. and for A G AK* with A* ^ 1, we set A the point in AK defined by A*" = kv 1-A.
(v = 1;..., l) 0 If A G AQK* with A0 ^ 1 we set A",= A*/1*A0 and if moreover A* ^ 1 we define 0* AG AK by L kv L kv 1-A0 1.9.-Let D CC Cn be a domain. D will be called a Ck intersection, k = 1,2,... ,oo, if there exist a neighborhood U-Q of D and a finite number of real Ck functions /»!,... ,PN>P* in a neighborhood oiU-^ such that 0 = {*€£%:ft-(*)<O for ¿ = 1,... ,#,*} and dpkl(z) A • • A dpk£(z) £ 0 for all (Ari, , fc/) G <P'(JV, *) and z G 3D with p^C?) = • • • = pkt(z) = 0. In this case, the collection ,p\,... ,PN,P*) will be called a C* /ra/we for D.
1.10. -Let D CC Cn be a C1 intersection and (E%, pi,... ,PN,P*) a frame for £>. Then, for # = (*i,... , */) G P(JV, *), we set
SK = {zedD:phl(z)
= '.. = pkXz) = 0 } if k\, are different in pairs, and 5^ =0 otherwise. We orient the manifolds SK SO that the orientation is skew symmetric in &i,... , hi, and for all X £ P(JV>).
1.11. -Let / be a differential form on a domain D C CN. Then we denote by ||/(z)||, z G A the Riemannian norm of / at z (see, e.g., Sect. 0.4 in [He/Le 2]).
1.12. -If M is an oriented real C1 manifold and / is a differential form of maximal degree, then we denote by |/| the absolute value of / (see, e.g., Sect. 0.3 in [He/Le 2]).
1.13. -Let D CC Cn be a domain. Then we shall use the following spaces and norms of differential forms : 'p,r (D) .
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Local g-concave wedges
In this section n and q are fixed integers with 0 < q < n-1. Denote by M0(n, q) the complex manifold of all complex n x n-matrices which define an orthogonal projection from Cn onto some ^-dimensional subspace of Cn.
2.1. DEFINITION. -A collection (U,p\,... ,PN) will be called a qconfiguration in Cn if U C Cn is a convex domain, and />i,... ,PN are real C3 func tions on U satisfying the following conditions : 
A Leray map for local g-concave wedges
Let D CC CN be a C3 intersection, , p\,... , PN, P*) a frame for D, and let SK he thft r.oiTP.snnnHincy manifolds intrndnrpH in Sftp.t Since , PN are defined and of class C3 in a neighborhood of i/^, we can find C°° functions a
(1/ = 1,... , JV; j = 1,... , n) on U-jy such that 
Therefore, by setting
x A*., # € P'(iV), we obtain a family ^ = {i\)K,i>K* }KZP'(N) of Cn-valued C1 maps. Obviously, ^ is aLeray map for the frame (Ujj,pi,... ,PAT,/>*)• 3.2. DEFINITION. -A map / defined on some complex manifold X will be called k-holomorphic if, for each point £ E X, there exist holomorphic coordinates /11,... , hn in a neighborhood of £ such that / is holomorphic with Fespect to h\,... , hk. 
An integral formula in local g-concave wedges
We denote by B(z, Q the Martinelli-Bochner kernel for (n, r)-forms, i.e.
for all E Cn with z £ ( (for the definition of determinants of matrices of differential forms, see, e.g., Sect. 0.7 in [He/Le 2]). If D CC Cn is a domain and / is a continuous differential form with integrable coefficients on D, then we set Let D CC Cn be a C3 intersection, (U-Q, p\,... , PN , P*) a frame for D, and let S/r be the corresponding manifolds introduced in Sect. 1.10.
Further, let ip be a Leray map for the frame (Ujy, p\,... , PN , />*)• Then we set
neighborhood Лок^ Док of Aq and therefore фок is of class С . For G -P'CW, *) w^ introduce the differential form
? denotes the exterior differential operator with respect to all variables z,C,A). If / is a continuous differential form on D, then, for all -
Then, for each continuous (n, r)-form / on D, 0 < r ^ n, such that d/ is also continuous on D, one has the representation
(-l)n+rf = dBDf-BDdf +
K£P'(N)
This formula is basic for the present paper. It has different names and a long history (see Proposition 4.1. Cauchy-Fantappie formula for a local g-concave wedge. -Let (E, D) be a local g-concave wedge, 0 < q < n-l, (t/^,/>i,... , />jv, p*) the associated frame satisfying conditions (i), (ii) and (Hi) in Definition 2.2 and i/> the Leray map constructed in Section 3 for the frame (U^,pu... ,pN)p«).
We set Tw = BD + K€P'(N)
With this notation, for each continuous (n, r)-form / on D, 0 < r < n, such that df is also continuous on D, (4.2) can be written 
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Then it is easy to see that all TK are C3 submanifolds of D with piecewise C3 boundary, and that D = Ti U • • • U TN U T* and dTK = SK U rKl U • • • U TKN UTK*, K E P(JV) .
We choose the orientation on TK such that the orientation is skew symmetric in the components of K, and the following conditions hold :
A,... ,TN>T* carry the orientation of Cn, and if ^ KeP(N,*) and l^j^N with resp.j then I Tic*, resp. TKJ are oriented just as -OTK > As in [L-T/Le], we obtain the following lemmas : 
n-l dn(zX, A) A rf^i A • • • A <f zn
£<*,C,A) = 1 (2iV)n det n
DRÇCZR,C,A) Adz\ A • -A dzn
where d is the exterior differential with respect to all variables z, C, A.
Then it is easy to see that dG = H (4.10)
It follows from the definitions of the kernels B, P^K,L\ and from the relations (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) that As (E,D) is a local g-concave wedge, the map w is (g+l)-holomorphic in C 
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Proof. -Let us remark that for K G P'(N 
Since / is of type (n,r), dimAK = \K\-1, dimrK = 2n-\K\+l Let (Ujy,p\,... ,PN,P*) the frame associated to (E,D) G) = dg A G -dz{g A G) + (-l) 
Now we consider the general case . Let f E B ß (D) , 0 < /? < 1, 0 < r < n, such that also df e B >ß (D) . Choose e > 0 with /3 + e < 1. Then, by local shifts of / and a partition of unity argument, we can find a sequence of forms fv EC >f 0 XD) such that also the forms dfv are continuous on D and fu -• / and dfv -• df in the space B ß+e (D) . By Lemma 4.4.1 (Hi) Let (E,D) be a local g-concave wedge, 0 ^ q < n-1, (6^,,PN>P*) the associated frame satisfying conditions (7) z e B(£, TS) ,T < 1, and C G Iff., then |z-CI > (1 -r)<5.
A is a neighborhood of £, which contains D n £(£, r<5).
We set W = ( u T<1 WT)UJD n {:G | />*0e) < 0 }, W is a neighborhood of £ in Cn, which contains D. We deduce from (5.1) and (5.2) that $*(zy Q £ 0 and $0r, Q £ 0 for(z,C,A)€^x A K*.
Consequently M*-* is a C1 differential form on W x TK* X ART*, which defines a bounded operator AP from B^(D) into CN>5),(W0. operator for solving the d-equation in B(£, R) . such that B(£, R) C W and M*f is a C1 differential form on B(£, R) . Since />A is strictly (g+l)-convex for each A £ ^I...JV and />* is convex, the function is strictly (g+l)-convex on [%. Without loss of generality, we can assume that p+ is an unbounded exhausting function for U-Q. Then also ß is an unbounded exhausting function for 5.4, let f G B (3  n,q-N  (D) an  (n, q-N) differential form, 0 ^ ¡3 < 1, such that df = 0 
THEOREM.-Let (E,D) be a local q-concave wedge defined by a qconûguration (see Definition 2.4), 1 ^ q ^ n-l, £ a fixed point in E and N the real codimension of E in Cn.
Then there exists a real R, R> 0, such that for each f G B B  n,q - operator for solving the d-equation in B(£, R) .
Proof. -From Theorem 4.4.3, we know that f = dHf + M*f on D .
(5.13)
Let W be the neighborhood of £ defined in Lemma 5.1. Then there exists R > 0 such that Biijft) C W and M*f is a C1 differential form on R). Moreover by Lemma 5.5, M*f is d -closed on B(£, R) . -Let (E,D) be a local q-concave wedge, defined by a qconfiguration, 1 ^ q ^ n-1, TV the real codimension of E and £ a fixed point (Hi) There exist neighborhood UQ^UK Q AOK of Ao and AK, respectively, such that /(*, C, A) = 0 for all (*, C, A) € D x TK x (U0 U UK\ The symbols 0,(z, C, A) and Oa will be used also to denote forms of this type, also in formulas. 
